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Field of the Invention

The present invention relates generally to business computing systems, and more

particularly to methods and systems of performing netcentric computing.

10 Background of the Invention

O Computer based business solutions have existed for various different types of

S transactions since the mid-to-late 1 960s. During this time period, the technology focused on the

M use ofbatch technology. In batch processing, the business user would present a file of

H transactions to the application. The computer system would then run through the transactions,

%. 5 processing each one, essentially without user intervention. The system would provide reporting

L at some point in the batch processing. Typically, the reports would be batch printed, which in

5 turn, would be used by the business user to correct the input transactions that were resubmitted

?» along with the next batch of transactions.

6 In the 1970s, businesses began a transition to on-line, interactive transactions. At a

°20 conceptual level, this processing opened up the file oftransactions found in batch transactions

and allowed the user to submit them one at a time, receiving either immediate confirmation of

the success ofthe transaction or else feedback on the nature ofthe transaction error. The

conceptually simple change ofhaving the user interact with the computer on a transaction-at-a-

time basis caused huge changes in the nature of business computing. More important, users saw

25 huge changes in what they could do on a day-to-day basis. Customers were no longer forced to

wait for a batch run to process the particular application. In essence, the computer had an impact

on the entire work flow ofthe business user.

Along with the advent of on-line interactive systems, it was equally significant that the

systems provided a means for the business user to communicate with others in the business as the

30 day-to-day business went along. This capability was provided on the backbone ofa wide area

network (WAN). The WAN was in itself a demanding technology during this time period and
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because ofthese demands telecommunications groups emerged within organizations, charged

with the responsibility to maintain, evolve, and manage the network over a period of time.

The theme of the 1 980s was database management systems (DBMSs). Organizations

used and applied database technology in the 1 970s, but in the 1 980s they grew more confident in

5 the application ofDBMS technology. Because ofthe advances in network technology, the focus

was now on the sharing of data across organizational and application boundaries. Curiously,

database technology did not change the fundamental way in which business processing was

done. DBMS made it more convenient to access the data and to ensure that it could be updated

while maintaining the integrity of the data.

10 In the 1 990s, technology began to shift toward client/server computing. Client/server

computing is a style of computing involving multiple processors, one ofwhich is typically a

workstation, and across which a single business transaction is completed. Using the workstation,

I the transaction entered by the user could now be processed on a keystroke-by-keystroke basis,

s
Furthermore, there was a change in the communications. With client/server, users

15 could communicate with others in the work group via a local area network (LAN). The LAN

permitted workstation-to-workstation communications at speeds of 100 to 1,000 times what

was typically available on a WAN. The LAN was a technology that could be grown and

evolved in a local office with little need for direct interaction from the telecommunications

group.

20 During the late 1990s, the Internet began to receive widespread use by consumers and

businesses. In the business world, the Internet has caused the concept of business users to

expand greatly because of the way in which computers are now capable ofbeing interconnected,

which is made possible by the Internet. In addition, the cost ofcomputers has dropped to the

point that it is affordable for almost every household to own a computer ifthey so desire. As

25 such, a need to expand the reach of computing both within and outside the enterprise, and that

enables the sharing of data and content between individuals and applications has developed.

Summary of the Invention

The presently preferred embodiments disclose a data management architecture for use in

30 a netcentric computing system. The data management architecture comprises a distributed data

storage system that utilizes a plurality of database servers. The database servers include a
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plurality of data stores that store the data utilized within the netcentric computing system. Each

ofthe data stores is in communication with one ofthe database servers, and the database servers

are operable to access the data stores. Clients within the netcentric computing system access the

data using webservers. The webservers act as the primary interface between the clients and the

5 database servers. Communication within the netcentric computing system occurs within a

network. The network comprises a plurality ofLAN connections, a plurality of intranet

connections and a plurality of Internet connections. Access by the clients to the netcentric

computing system may also be obtained using a dial-up modem or other similar connection

mechanism.

DO Data distribution within the netcentric computing system may be determined based on

S business transactions that identify the data needs of a plurality of data entity groups. The data

S! entity groups comprise the clients within the netcentric computing system. The data needs ofthe

2 data entity groups may be identified as predetermined portions ofthe data within the netcentric

W computing system. The predetermined portions ofthe data can be distributed within the

fl 5 netcentric computing system among the database servers such that the data entity groups can

° access the data by interfacing with the database servers using the webservers.

I The distributed data storage system ofthe presently preferred embodiments can be a

I distributed by instance data storage system or a distributed by location data storage system. The

Q distributed by instance data storage system is characterized by a plurality ofdatabase servers that

20 are physically located in a single geographic location. Conversely, the distributed by location

data storage system includes database servers that are located at multiple geographic locations.

In both the distributed by instance and the distributed by location data storage systems, the data

used by the netcentric computing system is distributed among the database servers. The data

distribution strategies utilized by the presently preferred embodiments include a segmented data

25 distribution system and a replicated data distribution system.

The segmented data distribution system involves partitioning the data within the

netcentric computing system into predetermined portions referred to as segments. The

segmentation strategy includes vertical segmentation and horizontal segmentation. Horizontal

segmentation partitions the data such that rows ofthe data may be segmented into groups to form

30 databases. Each ofthe databases is stored in one ofthe data stores that are associated with the

data servers. Vertical segmentation similarly partitions the data ofthe netcentric computing
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system into databases that are stored in the data stores. In vertical segmentation, the columns of

the data are segmented into groups to form the databases. Within the segmentation strategy, the

data is distributed by determining a plurality ofsegmentation parameters. The data that is

segmented based on the segmentation parameters resides in the data stores that are accessed by

5 the database servers. The database servers are selectively accessed depending on data requests

generated within the netcentric computing system.

The replicated data distribution system includes a central database server located at a

central site and a central data store in communication with the central database server. In

addition, the replicated data distribution system includes a local database server located at a

Q10 local site that is in communication with the central database server. The local data base server

— is in communication with a local data store. The local data store is populated with replica data

that is a replica of the data within the central data store. The replicated data distribution

U strategy is operable to replicate a predetermined portion of the data within the central data

^ store to create replica data. The replica data is transferred to a corresponding local database

^15 using the network. The data and the replica data are accessed by the clients using the network

yi and the webserver.

The data in the central database and local database are updated. In one presently

Q preferred embodiment, the data is updated unidirectionally. Unidirectional updates are changes

to the data that are made to the central database and the replica data containing the updates is

20 transferred to the local database. In another presently preferred embodiment, the data is

updated bi-directional such that changes to the data can be made at the central database or at

the local database. The changes to the data are then transferred to the central database or the

local database depending on where the changes were made.

The presently preferred data distribution strategies provide the netcentric computing

25 system with a data management system that can meet the business requirements of an enterprise.

The data distribution strategies enable the sharing of data and content both within and outside of

an enterprise. The segmentation and replication strategies provide solutions to data distribution

that may allow cost effective and efficient operation of the netcentric computing system. In

addition, the strategies are capable of providing for future expansion and the implementation of

30 additional business requirements to meet the needs ofthe clients within the netcentric computing
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system. Further objects and advantages of the present invention will be apparent from the

following description, reference being made to the accompanying drawings wherein preferred

embodiments of the present invention are clearly shown.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Figure 1 is an illustrative example of a presently preferred netcentric computing system.

Figure 2 is an illustrative example embodiment ofa centralized data distribution system

that forms a portion of one embodiment of the presently preferred netcentric computing system

illustrated in FIG. 1

.

Figure 3 is an illustrative example embodiment ofa distributed by instance data storage

system that forms a portion of one embodiment of the presently preferred netcentric computing

system illustrated in FIG. 1.

Figure 4 is an illustrative example embodiment ofa distributed by location data storage

system that forms a portion of one embodiment ofthe presently preferred netcentric computing

system illustrated in FIG. 1.

Figure 5 is an illustrative example embodiment ofa location distributed, horizontally

segmented data distribution system that forms a portion of one embodiment ofthe presently

preferred netcentric computing system illustrated in FIG. 1.

Figure 6 is an illustrative example embodiment ofa replication data distribution system

that forms a portion of one embodiment ofthe presently preferred netcentric computing system

illustrated in FIG. 1.

Figure 7 is an illustrative example embodiment of a replication data distribution system

that utilizes a remote login approach within one embodiment ofthe presently preferred netcentric

computing system illustrated in FIG. 1

Figure 8 is an illustrative example embodiment of a replication data distribution system

that utilizes a remote batch approach within one embodiment ofthe presently preferred

netcentric computing system illustrated in FIG. 1

Figure 9 is an illustrative example embodiment of a replication data distribution system

that utilizes a local update with coordinator site strategy within one embodiment ofthe presently

preferred netcentric computing system illustrated in FIG. 1



Figure 10 is an illustrative example embodiment of a replication data distribution system

that utilizes a local update with no mediator strategy within one embodiment ofthe presently

preferred netcentric computing system illustrated in FIG. 1

Figure 1 1 is an illustrative example embodiment of a replication data distribution system

that utilizes a local update with a central mediator strategy within one embodiment ofthe

presently preferred netcentric computing system illustrated in FIG. 1

Figure 12 is an illustrative example embodiment of a replication data distribution system

that utilizes a local peer-to-peer update strategy within one embodiment ofthe presently

preferred netcentric computing system illustrated in FIG. 1

Detailed Description of the Presently Preferred Embodiments of the Invention

The presently preferred embodiments disclose data management strategies used in a

netcentric computing environment. Netcentric is an architecture style and an evolutionary stage

of client/server computing which expands the reach of computing both within and outside an

enterprise by enabling the sharing of data and content between individuals and applications.

Netcentric uses applications that provide capabilities to publish, interact or transact using

Internet technologies to connect employees, customers and business partners.

FIG. 1 is an example embodiment of a netcentric computing system 12 that includes at

least one client 14 that is connected with at least one server 22, 26, 28. The client 14 includes

employees, customers, business partners and other users ofthe netcentric computing system 12.

In this example embodiment, a business enterprise 18 includes at least one client 14, at least one

database server 22, at least one firewall 24, at least one application server 26, at least one web

server 28 and a local area network (LAN) connection 30, which are electrically connected as

illustrated in FIG 1.

As generally known in the art, LAN connections 30 are comprised of software

applications and various computing devices (network cards, cables, hubs, routers, etc.) that are

used to interconnect various computing devices (i.e. - clients 14 and servers 22, 26, 28) that are

located at a first business enterprise location 32 to form a network at that location. The term

LAN connection 30, as used herein, should be broadly construed to include any and all hardware

and software applications that allows clients 14, servers 22, 26, 28 or other computing devices to

be electrically connected together to share and transfer data. Although not illustrated, other



devices such as printers may be connected with the LAN connection 30 so that the resource is

available to users ofthe network. Those skilled in the art would recognize that various types of

LAN connections 30 exist and may be used in the presently preferred embodiments.

The firewall 24 is used to isolate internal systems from unwanted intruders. In particular,

firewalls 24 isolate the web servers 28 from all Internet traffic that is not relevant to the

netcentric computing system 12. In the preferred embodiment, the only requests allowed

through the firewall 24 are for services located on the web servers 28. All requests for other

applications (e.g., FTP, Telnet) and other IP addresses that the netcentric computing system 12

receives are typically blocked by the firewall 24 during operation ofthe netcentric computing

system 12.

The presently preferred web servers 28 are the primary interface to the clients 14 for all

interactions with the applications or services that are provided by the netcentric computing

system 12. The main task of the web servers 28 is to authenticate the clients 14, establish a

secure connection from the clients 14 to the web servers 28 using encrypted messages, and allow

applications the clients 14 are using to transparently access the resources ofthe netcentric

computing system 12. The web servers 28 are responsible for accepting incoming HTTP

(Hypertext Transfer Protocol) messages and fulfilling the requests. For dynamic HTML

(Hypertext Markup Language) page generation, requests are forwarded to the application servers

26. During operation, static pages, such as help pages, may be preferably generated entirely by

the web servers 28.

In the presently preferred embodiment, the primary function ofthe application servers 26

is to provide a link through which the web servers 28 can interact with the clients 14, trigger

business transactions, and send back resulting data to the clients 14. A fundamental role of the

application servers 26 is to manage the logical flow of transactions and keep track ofthe state of

sessions. The application servers 26 are also responsible for managing all sessions within the

netcentric computing system 12. A session is a period oftime in which a client 14 is interacting

with, and using, a resource of the netcentric computing system 12.

As further illustrated in FIG. 1 , a second business enterprise location 34 may be

connected with the first business enterprise location 32 using an intranet connection 36. Those

skilled in the art would recognize that various intranet connections 36 exist and may be used in

the presently preferred embodiments. The intranet connection 36 allows the computing



resources ofthe second business enterprise location 34 to be shared or connected with the

computing resources available at the first business enterprise location 32. The term intranet

connection 36, as used herein, should be broadly construed to include communication devices

and software applications as well as various other connection devices used to physically

interconnect two or more business networks. Although not illustrated, other enterprise locations,

each containing its own computing resources, may be connected with the netcentric computing

system 12 using other intranet connections 36.

In the example embodiment illustrated in FIG. 1, the firewall 24 ofthe first business

enterprise location 32 is connected by an Internet connection 38 with clients 14 that are located

remotely from the enterprise location 32. The clients 14 that are connected with the Internet

connection 38 preferentially access data and communicate with the services ofthe netcentric
;

computing system 12 through the Internet connection 38 using web browser applications that are

located and running on the clients 14. The Internet connection 38 gives the clients 14 the ability

to gain access to applications, information and data content that may be located on the database

server 22, the application server 26 and the web server 28, preferably by means ofthe web server

28.

As used herein, the term Internet connection 38 should be broadly construed to include

any software application and hardware device that is used to connect the clients 14 and the

servers 22, 26 28 with an Internet service provider (not illustrated) that establishes the

connection to the Internet. Those skilled in the art would recognize that the clients 14 and the

servers 22, 26 28 may establish the Internet connection 38 with the Internet service provider

using modems, cable modems, ISDN connections and devices, DSL connections and devices,

fiber optic connections and devices, and satellite connections and devices to name a few. For the

purpose ofthe presently preferred embodiments, it is important to understand that the clients 14

and servers 22, 26, 28 are connected with one another through the Internet connection 38.

^&\^For a detailed discussion of the elements of the nptcJentric computing systems 12, refer to

incorporated by reference, in its entifety.

In the presently preferred embodiments, one purpose of the database servers 22 is to

handle an application log. All requests sent to the web servers 28 and application servers 26, as

co-pending U.S. patent application Serial Numb

FOR NETCENTRIC COMPUTING SYSTEMS

entitled ARCHITECTURES

and is hereby
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well as their respective responses, are logged in the application log. The application log is

preferentially used for tractability. In the preferred embodiment, requests are logged in the

application log directly by the application server 26. Those skilled in the art would recognize

that any number of data items may be monitored and kept track of in the application log.

5 Another function ofthe database server 22 is to store, maintain and provide the data for

the netcentric computing system 12. Data in the netcentric computing system 12 comprises

information that fulfills the business requirements of the enterprises 32, 34 and the clients 14.

The data may be communicated to the clients 14 from the database server 22 during processing

within the netcentric computing system 1 2 using the application servers 26 and the web servers

10 28. The data that is used during processing within the netcentric computing system 12 may be

5 centralized or distributed. FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a centralized data approach in which

H
]

data resides within the database server 22 at the first business enterprise location 32.

Si Alternatively, data that is distributed within the netcentric computing system 12 may reside

y within a number of different database servers 22 that may be in a number of different locations.

4^1 5 Distributed data is defined as data that is physically located separate from the application

Q processing, or that is spread among two or more database servers 22, which then must be kept

^ coordinated. Distributed data can be spread over multiple sites or multiple database servers 22 in
i y
y3 whatever manner best supports the business application processing requirements. In the

discussion ofthe presently preferred distributed data strategies herein, terms may be used that are

20 specific to relational databases — for example, "rows" instead of "records." However, those

skilled in the art would recognize that these strategies could be applied to data stored in any

format In addition, those skilled in the art would understand that there is a spectrum of

possibilities and variations of distribution between fully centralized data and distributed data that

may utilize the distributed data strategies disclosed.

25 FIG. 2 illustrates the most basic form of a centralized data storage system 40 that forms

part ofa netcentric computing system 12. The centralized data storage system 40 includes a data

store 42 that is centrally located on a single machine that is the database server 22. All data

required by one or more applications is kept in a single database therein. The single data store

42 includes a data storage device that is operable to store all the data for use in the netcentric

30 computing system 12. The database in the data store 42 is accessed directly by the database

server 22 using, for example, a single database manager instance (not shown). The database
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manager instance may be, for example, a database management system (DBMS), or other similar

application that is operable to organize and coordinate the storage and retrieval of data from the

database. The data store 42 is a single physical location for all the data that is shared by one or

more of the clients 14. The clients 14 access the data store 42 by communication with the

5 database server 22 via a network 44. The network 44 may be the LAN connection 30, the

Intranet connection 36, the Internet connection 38, or some combination thereof, (all illustrated

in FIG. 1) depending on the physical location of the client 1 4 with respect to the database server

22. Although not illustrated, those skilled in the art would recognize that data supplied by the

database server 22 to the clients 14 may be supplied using the web servers 28 (FIG. 1) and may

10 be based on data requests that originate from applications being used by the clients 14.

Other data storage systems used by the netcentric computing system 12 may be some

form of a distributed data storage system. In distributed data storage systems, a plurality ofthe

~* database servers 22 are utilized. The database servers 22 may be physically located together or

& in different physical locations within the netcentric computing system 12. Each ofthe database

y 1 5 servers 22 may exclusively access a data store 42 or, two or more of the database servers 22 may

share a data store 42. Access to the data within the distributed data storage system by the clients

14 is via the network 44 similar to the centralized data storage system 40 previously discussed.

Similar to the centralized data storage system 40, those skilled in the art would recognize that

data supplied by the database servers 22 to the clients 14 may be supplied using the web servers

20 28 (FIG. 1) and may be based on data requests from the applications being used by the clients 14.

FIG. 3 illustrates an example embodiment of one form of distributed data storage system

that is part of a netcentric computing system 12 that is referred to as a distributed by instance

data storage system 46. The presently preferred distributed by instance data storage system 46

includes at least one of the clients 1 4, a plurality of the database servers 22 and a plurality of the

25 data stores 42. The data stores 42 include data storage devices that contain the data required by

the applications within the netcentric computing system 12. In the example embodiment, supply

of the data within the database servers 22 to the netcentric computing system 12 is over theLAN

connection 30 and the network 44. The distributed by instance data storage system 46 is

characterized by multiple data stores 42 that are accessed through more than one data

30 management instance. The distributed by instance data storage system 46 may be implemented

where the volume of the data within the netcentric computing system 1 2 is too large for the
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previously discussed centralized data storage system 40 to manage. In this situation, it may

become necessary to split the database between two or more of the database servers 22 to create

the distributed by instance data storage system 46.

Within the distributed by instance data storage system 46, the database is managed by

multiple database manager instances and the data is distributed among multiple database servers

22. The presently preferred distributed by instance data storage system 46 is characterized by a

single physical location, such as, for example, where the database servers 22 are located in the

same room or building. In the example embodiment illustrated in FIG. 3, each ofthe data stores

42 is associated with an exclusive database server 22. In an alternative embodiment, the data

contained in one of the data stores 42 is shared such that a particular data store 42 may be

accessed by more than one of the database servers 22. The database servers 22 may be

interconnected by the LAN connection 30 to provide the data to the netcentric computing system

12 and the clients 14 using the network 44. The distribution of data across multiple data servers

22 requires a segmentation strategy, as will be hereinafter discussed, to determine what data

should reside together and what data can be located separately.

FIG. 4 illustrates another form of distributed data storage system that is referred to as a

distributed by location data storage system 48. The presently preferred distributed by location

data storage system 48 includes a plurality of clients 14, a plurality of database servers 22 and a

plurality of data stores 42. In the distributed by location data storage system 48, data is accessed

from more than one geographic location. The data is subdivided into a plurality of databases that

are stored in the data stores 42 at the multiple geographic locations. The distributed by location

data storage system 48 is characterized by multiple data manager instances and multiple database

servers 22 accessing the databases directly. In addition, many ofthe clients 14 share one or more

data stores 42. In general, the distributed by location data storage system 48 includes a data store

42 at each of a number of physical locations that store data for the clients 14 associated with the

respective physical location.

As illustrated in FIG. 4, the presently preferred distributed by location data storage

system 48 includes at least two different geographic locations, such as, a first location 50 and a

second location 52. Communication at a respective location 50, 52 in the presently preferred

embodiment may be by the LAN connection 30. In alternative exemplary embodiments, the

clients 14 may be associated with one of the locations 50,52 but communicate with the LAN
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connection 30 using a dial-up modem (not shown), the Intranet connection 36 or the Internet

connection 38. Communication between the first and second locations 50 and 52 is by the

network 44 that was previously set forth to include the LAN connection 30, the Intranet

connection 36, the Internet connection 38 or some combination thereof (previously discussed

5 with reference to FIG. 1). Each location 50, 52 includes at least one of the data stores 42. By

locating the data stores 42 near the location of.the clients 14, improved speed of data access and

local autonomy ofthe location 50, 52 may be achieved. In addition, potential bottlenecks ofdata

traffic within the network 44 of the netcentric computing system 12 may also be avoided and

protection from network downtime may be improved.

10 Another form of distributed data storage system is created by the clients 1 4 that are

mobile. The clients 14 that are mobile typically do not maintain a continuos connection to the

Ci netcentric computing system 12. Instead, access to the netcentric computing system 12 may be

SJ by, for example, a dial up modem connection or the Internet connection 38. Accordingly, the

y clients 14 that are mobile require some portion, or all, of the data to be portable. The

UJ 1 5 characteristics of the centralized data storage system 40 (previously discussed with reference to

T FIG. 3) are required for this to occur. However, the clients 14 that are mobile actually represent

5 a form of distributed data system since each of the clients 1 4 that are mobile may possess a copy

ofsome or all of the data in the netcentric computing system 12.

Distributing data in the netcentric computing system 12 requires some form of

O 20 distribution strategy to allow efficient and cost effective operation. The distribution strategies of

the presently preferred embodiments may generally be described as a segmented data distribution

system and a replicated data distribution system. Segmentation and replication strategies may be

used individually or together to fulfill the business requirements. In general, data replication

produces data that is replicated from data stored in a central database. Conversely, data

25 segmentation produces data that is partitioned into segments that together represent the total data

present in the netcentric computing system 12. The combined use of data replication and data

segmentation produces selectively distributed data. Selectively distributed data is a

predetermined portion of the data that is produced by segmenting the central database and then

replicating the segmented portion of the central database for storage in one or more locations.

30 In the presently preferred embodiment, segmentation is the process of dividing the data

for the netcentric computing system 1 2 into multiple pieces, or segments, that may be referred to

ifl
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as partitioning or fragmentation. Segmentation can be done either by row or by column/table. In

some cases, segmentation may be accomplished by both row and column/table. The presently

preferred segmentation styles are referred to as horizontal segmentation and vertical

segmentation. In horizontal segmentation, some rows ofa table or database are physically stored

in one data store 42, while other rows are physically stored in a different data store 42 within the

netcentric computing system 12. Similarly, in vertical segmentation, some portion of the

columns of data in a table or database are physically stored in one data store 42, while other

columns of data in the same table or database are physically stored at another data store 42. In

the presently preferred embodiment, the database segmentation referred to is for a relational

database management system (DBMS), although the techniques can be applied to other types of

DBMS.

One driver towards segmenting is the capacity ofthe database server 22. Typically,

either the database server 22 does not have the capability to handle the amount of data involved,

or the database server 22 cannot handle the transaction volume against the data. In addition,

there may be distribution factors driving the decision to segment the database. If data is being

distributed to multiple sites, every site may not need every piece ofdata since different clients 14

or groups of clients 14 need different information from the data. For example, in the case ofa

parts database for a device manufacturing enterprise, the accounting department probably does

not care about the specification for a part, and the mechanic does not care who delivered the part,

but the warehouse may need both pieces of information. Within the distribution side of

segmentation, it is often less complex to only send the portion of the database that is needed by

the clients 14 at a remote site, to save bandwidth usage within the network 44.

A segmentation strategy is typically considered both at the enterprise level for the

different sites, or database servers 22, as well as the logical level for various tables or sets of

data. One consideration is the physical need to segment. If the data storage option selected

includes distribution by instance, as previously discussed, then some form of segmentation will

be required. If data is to be distributed by location, segmentation and/or replication of data may

be required to ensure that all the clients 14 have the information they need. Another

consideration is the evaluation of a data entity grouping. The data entity grouping requires

identification ofa plurality of data entity groups. Each data entity group comprises a plurality of

the clients 14 with similar data access needs. Before pursuing a segmentation strategy, it is
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important to understand the data entity groups concerned and the interactions between the

various clients 14 in these groups. The initial design step involves identifying a predetermined

number of data entity groups on which the capability relies, and then investigate their

relationships with each other and with other clients 14. In the presently preferred embodiment,

5 five data entity groups is a good initial amount to avoid over analysis, however, the amount

could be higher or lower depending on the size and complexity ofthe netcentric computing

system 12.

One preferred embodiment of the segmentation strategy is a horizontal segmented data

distribution system. When data storage is distributed by instance, there is an opportunity for

10 horizontal segmentation of the data across multiple, collocated database servers 22. Since the

data is centrally located, the driver is the power of the database server 22, as previously

discussed, to handle the management of the data in the netcentric computing system 12. Ifthere

is no plan for distributing by location, then the choice of segmentation keys, as will be

hereinafter discussed, can be made according to any reasonable grouping that is available for the

1 5 degree of partitioning required.

For data distribution that is the result ofnetwork limitations or desired autonomy, the

data may be distributed by location, as previously discussed. Consequently, the segmentation

strategy should reflect whom the major ("power") data entity groups for the data are. The data

analysis for each data entity group may then determine whether all the clients 14 need equal

20 access to all the data, or whether access to the data can be restricted at some predetermined level

to a limited set of data entity groups. Those segments of data accessed by the limited set of data

entity groups may be located at sites closer to these clients 14.

Another preferred embodiment of the segmentation strategy is a vertical segmented data

distribution system. Vertical segmentation generally implies looking for data entity groups that

25 have similar access patterns or share closely linked references. An example would be a plurality

of subject-based data entity groups where all the clients 14 in a first data entity group are related

primarily, for example, to ordering functionality. In this example, the corresponding data for the

first data entity group may be resident on one database server 22, while the remaining data entity

groups concerned with, for example, customer characteristics may be candidates for a different

30 database server 22. Those skilled in the art would recognize that the use of call pattern analyses

and transaction volumes would aid in this determination.
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Data segmentation is an iterative rather than a one-time process. Appropriate care should

be taken to try various scenarios on the proposed segmented data to ensure that the performance

will not be unduly affected by massive queries that try to access multiple segments of the data.

In another preferred embodiment, the segmentation strategy can be supplemented with a

5 replication strategy, although, in general, segmentation is easier than replication, but may

provide a lower level of performance. In general, the segmentation strategy is very dependant

upon the particular types of access to the data that are required.

Horizontal segmentation may be used in situations where access to every record in a table

is not required. It is often the case that local/regional clients 14 will only be required to work on

10 data pertaining to their geographic locality. Additionally, when data is distributed by instance,

one common choice for deciding on how to split up the data is based on the horizontal

M segmentation strategy. An example might be a large corporation who wishes to keep personnel

^ data in one central data store, but is forced to segment due to the size ofthe database involved.

U The split might be keyed on, for example, the personnel number, office location, alphabetic last

% 5 name or division depending upon the breakdown of people for that company,

a FIG. 5 illustrates a location-distributed example ofthe presently preferred horizontal data

Jp segmentation strategy. The location-distributed example is a global company that has offices in

Of a first city 54 and a second city 56 that are operating within a single netcentric computing system

Q 12. Each ofthe offices constitutes a data site that includes at least one client 14, at least one

°20 database server 22 and at least one data store 42. The clients 14 that are considered local with

respect to an office, may access the data at that office with the LAN connection 30, the network

connection 44, or a dial-up modem connection (not illustrated). Communication between the

first city 54 and the second city 56 may occur using, for example, the Intranet connection 36 or

the Internet connection 38.

25 In this example embodiment, local clients 14 perform the human resources function at

each office. Ifthe office in the first city 54 does not have a great need to access the data ofthe

office in the second city 56, it makes sense for the office in the second city 56 to keep its data in

the second city 56 and the office in the first city 54 to keep its data in the first city 54. In the

example embodiment, at each office (data site), the clients 1 4 may see the employee data for that

30 office as if it were the entire data for the company.
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When analyzing horizontal segmentation as a partitioning strategy, it should be

determined whether or not the majority ofthe data access will be coming from the same location

as the data. In general, it is advantageous to ensure that at least 80% ofthe data access volume is

being generated at the local data site. Otherwise, it is probably better to position the data at a

5 more central location. Those skilled in the art would recognize that one drawback of performing

segmentation of data in a horizontal manner is the difficulty of performing simple cross-segment

activities, since the data is located in several different databases. As long as access to the

segment of the data that is local is only required by the clients 14 that are considered local, this

potential problem remains hidden. However, once one of the clients 14 tries to implement an

10 activity on the distributed segments ofthe data as a whole, the application performance may

O decrease sharply, possibly affecting all the clients 14 while the activity completes. The decrease

~ in performance may occur since the segments of the data from the "remote" data sites would

^ need to be reconstructed at the local site before the query could be performed.

l2 Horizontal segmentation in the preferred embodiment includes rows grouped according

^15 to a master identifier referred to as a segmentation key. The segmentation key is a defining key

s that allows the records in the database to be identified uniquely across the entire data store 42. In

U addition, the records may be located and grouped together according to the characteristics ofpart

Rj ofthe segmentation keys. Examples of horizontal segmentation schemes could be by first letter

5 of last name, by telephone number area code, by employee office code, by birth year, by account

Q 20 branch code, by account manager (mobile sales force data), by site (inventory for one location

only, etc.), or by some other similar group-based criteria.

Performing segmentation in a horizontal manner effectively requires that all the

subordinate tables for the segmentation key and all frequently accessed reference data be located

at the same site. For example, it is not always a good idea to locate employee personnel data at

25 the local site but keep department information elsewhere, unless the employee/department

relationship in the data is rarely used. Choosing the correct segmentation key is crucial to the

success ofthe segmentation. The decision should reflect the ownership ofthe data and

appropriate identifiers may be chosen based on guidelines.

In the presently preferred embodiment, one guideline is that the identifier should be

30 fairly static. For example, an identifier such as a last name may appear to be a relatively static

candidate, but might still be unsuitable if the mechanism for handling such life events as
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marriage and divorce is not in place. Another guideline may be that the identifier should be

meaningful to the location ofthe data. For example, U.S. Social Security numbers are issued

based in part on the location issuing the number. Using a social security number as a

segmentation key for location-based information, however, may not be a useful choice, since the

5 SSN digits denote the place of issue, and not the current place of residence/business. Thus,

although the segments will be sized according to birth location, the data relevant to that location

might end up being stored on a different database server 22.

An additional guideline may be that the identifier should be unique at all sites. For

example, a U.S. 10 digit phone number does not present uniqueness for international

10 segmentation, as there could be duplication of the identifier at several sites in Asia, Europe or

q other continents that use a local 1 0 digit phone numbering system. A further guideline for the

5 distributed by instance data storage system 46, is that the segmentation key should provide the

H best data spread in terms of physical placement and volume of transactions. Similarly, a

2 guideline for the distribution by location data storage system 48 is that the segmentation key

Wl 5 should match the enterprise's data distribution approach. Those skilled in the art would

T recognize that the previously discussed guidelines are not a complete listing and additional

5 guidelines that are similar to the rules of database design combined with the needs ofthe

fU distributed data design may warrant consideration.

5 When performed correctiy, horizontal segmentation will reflect a natural way to partition

20 data that is in line with the way the applications of the enterprise structure their transactions. If

all the segmentation keys are unique, this form of data segmentation is also able to support the

use of referential integrity, since all ofthe records for the segmentation key will be located at one

data site. Finally, the segmentation architecture may be configured with scalability in mind to

meet future needs as the netcentric computing system 12 grows.

25 Another preferred embodiment of the segmentation strategy is a vertical segmentation

strategy. One form of vertical segmentation strategy is storing related subject matter areas on

different database servers 22. These segments are often viewed as "subject databases," since

they are located together based on the type of data contained therein, not a segmentation key or

similar master identifier. Examples of subject databases (vertical segmentation) might be, for

30 example, product order data separate from customer and product data, corporate financial

accounts separate from customer financial accounts, or user access maintained separately from
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user information for security reasons. In addition, specialty data type content mamtained

separately from the description/index may form the subject database, such as, for example,

digital asset information (images, sounds, etc.) kept separately from their catalog descriptions.

Vertical segmentation designed to correspond to various, related subject matter in the

5 data may allow the relatively straightforward addition of new subject databases since only an

additional segment is required. Application of vertical segmentation is most advantageous in

transactions that are interested in a limited amount of detail on all records. On the other hand,

those transactions that are concerned with all information about a record may have to access

more than one data store, making vertical segmentation a less desirable solution.

10 Implementation of a vertically segmented data store may lead to a more complex strategy

for maintaining referential integrity since the data for a single record is now distributed around

the netcentric computing system 12. In general, vertical segmentation is advantageously used m

breaking up a large database into smaller subject areas; whereas horizontal segmentation ,s a

^ superior solution when the data access model is consistent for the various applications and

Lj 15 locations, but the data content varies.

P
In the presently preferred embodiment, vertical segmentation may be advantageously

used for data, which is read only, or relatively static data, as well as data that is not as frequently

S accessed along with other related data. For example, in the data of a financial institution

f operating a netcentric computing system 12, not every transaction needs to access a photo ofthe

O 20 accountholder. Vertically segmented data is also useful where the applications within the

netcentric computing system 12 do not frequently cross segment boundaries. For example,

referring again to the financial institution example, one application may serve the checking

account data while another application deals with CD account transaction data. Other situations

where vertical segmentation may be considered include those where security is a high pnonty

25 issue, where semi-related data is used in very different ways, or when related data has different

storage/retrieval mechanisms.

In another preferred embodiment, the data within the netcentric computing system 12

may be segmented, both horizontally and vertically. Those skilled in the art would recognize

that this scenario would produce all ofthe limitations but not all the strengths associated with

30 horizontal or vertical segmentation alone if the same database or table is involved m both types

of segmentation. Such a data distribution system may have complex referential integrity and
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may offer poor performance with either record intensive or entity intensive queries. However, if

the data subjected to horizon*, and vertical segmenting in the netcentric computing system 12 ,s

mostly read only, then this scheme may prove valuable.

Other considerations when implementing the segmentation strategy ofthe presently

preferred embodiment inc.ude segment size, scalabi.ity ofdata size, scalability oftransact™

volume and consideration of cross-segment intensive transaction handling. When cons.der.ng

segment size, it is important to determine the number and size of segments in the netcenmc

computing system 12 for capacity planning, performance testing and other design cons,dera,.ons.

The scalability ofdata s,ze .nvolves anaiyzing the work invo.ved in resizing the segments to

, create a different grouping. For examp.e, ifsegmentation is performed on the basis of las,

names, and data space on one database server 22 is no, sufficient to handle all the Smtth, then ,,

wil! become necessary to investigate segmenting at an even lower level than las. name.

The scalability oftransaction volume pertains to information on the transaction volume

expected within the netcentric computing system 12. The transaction volume and the growth

S projections for horizontally segmented data may need to be analyzed and validated before

continuing tire segmentation strategy des.gn. The analysis and validation may be performed to

identify segments having an unnaturally large transaction volume. For netcentric computing

systems 1 2 mat utilize vertical segmentation, this is less ofa concern, since add.tional
i

data stores

42 could be added to support nrrther vertical segmentation that forms additional poruons ofthe

'

For horizontal segmentation, cross-segment intenstve transactions are those transactions

that attempt to access many records in a table, regardless ofthe number ofdata stores 42 .nto

which the table has been segmented. Those skU.ed in the an would recognize that some

candidates for creating such transactions are batch processes or global updates. For vertica.

25 segmentation strategies, the cross-segment intensive transactions are those that need access ,0 al.

information about a record, wherever it is stored.

FIG 6 illustrates the other distribution strategy ofthe presently preferred netcentnc

computing system 12, which is the replication data distribution system. The presently preferred

data reptication strategy includes at least one centra, database server 60 and « least one local

30 database sever 62 mat communicates over the network 44. The centra, database server 60 ,s

operable to access data in a. .east one centra, data store 64 that contains the data ,n a, .east one
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eentra. Similarly, each ofme ,oca, da,base servers 62 is operab.e to access da. ma

corresponds local da. store 66 tha, contains replica data ,„ a ,oca. database. The da. s or.

64 66 „c,udeatleas,oneda.s«orage device. The location of,hec*n«ral database server 60 «d

een,ra, da, store 64 are preferably loca.ed a, a centra, site 70. The ,ocal <U.oase sen,e„ 62 and

the .oca, da. stores 66 are ,oca.ed a, a phrraUty ofW .i« 72 that may be remo e from the

centra, site 70. The ,oca, sites 72 may be strategic*,,, .ocated ,0 allow access » the rephca d*a

Tie clients (no, shown, that are assocated with one of the corresponding local sties 72 wrth.n

the netcentric computing system 12.

The present* preferred da. replication strategy avoids the limtiation assocated wo,

segmentation stiategies by creating synchronized, working copies of the data This techn.que ,s

Jled replication. The working copies ofthe da, are created from the centra, database and

stored in the ,oca, databases as the replica da, RepHcatron a„ows multiple cop.es of

predetermined portions of the da, to be stored at different ,oca, sites 72 and, -ePendrng upon the

hosen strategy, can provide ,oca, retrieva, or update capabilities. The presently preyed

replication strategy advan,geous,y provides .ncreased performance a. the ,oca,— 72-
improving re.iab.lity and cos, effectiveness within ft. netcentric computmg system 12. Those

skLd in the art wou,d underhand that fte previous,, drscussed segmen.tion stra.eg.es may be

used in the replication strategies.

PerfoLnce is enhanced since ,he rephca da, aUows fas,er da. access by the Cents 14

re,a.ive ,o remote network access. Thus, i, is no. uncommon for da, that is used often, ye.

changes rarely ,o be replicated down to the level ofthe local sites 72. In add.fon, da,S desirable for clien. 1 4 that are mobile since da. may be replicated

systems The mobile client 1 4 will a..ch to the netcentric computmg system 12 and cther

manually, or au.oma„ca,ly, up- and down-load .he changed da. Upon disconnecung, me

„ mobile client ,4 may re,in enough of .he replica da. available to perform the,r a„ywor^
Rep.ica,io„a.socon.ribu.esareliabi.i^componcn,byprovidinglocalau,onomy.W.*a

,oca, rephca ofa portion of ft. da., i, is possible for ft. app,ica,ion ,0 continue to support fte

Cents 14 a. .he local si.e 72, even ifsome oral, of.he non-local da. is no. access.ble. Thus,

replication may be a s.rong componen, for many fai.over or high availabi.ity environmen..

30 However, ,he downside is .ha. system integrity is deferred until the replication jobs can be run .0

synchronize the central da.base and the local da.bases.
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The cos. of improving a network 44 .o ge. high-speed access may be sigmfican, y greater

than adding the capacity to repiicate the data and a repUcation strategy to ke*p to rephcated

2 Ln. If the data rephcat.on is not reared on an urgent basis, then the repl.cauon can

5
performance and autonomy and stil, have accurate da. to work with. The cost of

will be hereinafter discussed.

Replication is operable to synchronize muitiple data stores 42. Acc.rd.ngly. the

plication strategy recu.res that the consciences of lost communications

0 the netcentric computing system 12 be accounted for in the des.gn decs.ons. In

skill set from the operates staff ma.ntain.ng,he netcentric™^™^Z^
of bi-directional (peer-to-peer) replication is used, there may also be a chance that the repl.c*

1 of sylronization. Loss ofsynchronize may produce conUadictory daU wrthm

15 the netcentric computing system 12.

in general, the choice ofupda* strategies within the presently preferred^«~»

strategies s between unidirectional updates and bi-directiona, updates. Untd.reconal upd*es

.directional updates aiso include updates sent from the loca, database severs 62 to *e^
20 database server 60. B.-directiona, updates using a single centra, database tha, owns the data that

"a ed in the local databases is one preferred embodiment. A b.-directiona, rep .ca on

Heme with mu„p,e cent,, databases that are owners of data rephcated in the ,oca, databases ,s

25 features such as ,a,e„cy. write-abili* of repHcas, initiation ofsynchronization full or pa**

updates and rep.ication trigger mechanism, Latency is the amount oft,me that re „ca da* s

lid to be out ofsynchronic with thecentra, database. Write-abihty ofrep .cas , the

abi,i« to write to a local database as opposed to jus, read-only access. Init.afonof

chron.za.ion involves the choice of an update .„i,a.or. For example, .he «u»
I
datable

30 erver 60 may push da* to me loca, database servers 62 vs. ,oca, database serve. 62 reou^g

updates from the centra, database se„er 60. Fu„ or par,,a, updates mvo.ve repl.cat.on o,a„ data
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t0 every local database server 62 vs. limiting replication selectively to data known to be requ.red

locally ie just the data that has changed. Replication trigger mechanisms provide rephcatron

between data stores 64, 66 that may be initiated by several means such as, for example, batch

jobs, periodic updates, just-in-time updates or manual updates.

The presently preferred un.directional replication system involves commun.cat.on

between at least one central database server 60 and at least one local database server 62 usmg the

network 44 The central and local database servers 60, 62 can be located anywhere m the

netcentric computing system 1 2. The central database server 60 and local database server 62

may be in communication with one or more central data stores 64 and local data stores 66,

3 respectively. . u

Unidirectional replication is limited to replication in a single direchon. This means that

the "local" replica data is effectively read-only data and any updates to the replica da* are

transmitted to the central database. This form of replication may be used for data that reoutres

significantly less update access than read access and is particular!, useful for relatively stattc

5 data or prov.ding a "warm standby" data store for disaster recovery. Example embodiments of

unidirectional replication include client-initiated extraction, data snapshot and pubhcatton

Clien, initiated extraction is characterized by the local database server 62 taking responsrb.hty

for requesting and/or extracting updated data that has been replied from the central database

server 60. This may be described as pull technology and may be used for read-only data. The

20 strategy relies on human intervention and so may no. be suitable for mission critical systems,

large user groups or large data sets. Data snapshot involves creating the replica data and

"freezing" the corresponding data in the central database. The replica data may be sen. to the

loca. database servers 62 a. a pre-arranged time, and be stored in the local database. GeneraHy

there may be a batch process involved and, between the transmission ofeach snapshot, there ,s

25 the probabihty that the replica data will be left in a state of incoherence. Two variants of tins

example embodiment a.low update of either the complete contents ofthe local database „.the

.ocal data stores 64. or differential update of all the changes from the las. known update. Those

skilled in Ute art would recognize that the differential update provides savings in bandwtdm and

processing power.

30 The publicatton example of the unidirectional replication embodiment allows the central

database server 60 to broadcast updates to the local database servers 62. The updates ma. are
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broadcast may be in the form of replica data generated from the central database. Th«

embodiment may operate by storing transaction updates to the data in the masfcr database^unu. a

pre-determined thresho.d is reached. At this point, the updates are published for the local

database servers 62 to store ,n the locai databases. The local database servers 62 .n torn,

subscribe to the publication and monitor for relevant broadcast, This technique may be usefu,

when selective replication is being performed, since a particular local datable server 62 may

only wish.oknowaboutsomeof.he
updates. This technique may also be used for b.-d.re«.onal

""""Tknown in the art, with any periodic update mechanism, the lower the setting of the

update period threshold, the smaller the latency (out ofsynchronization period) becomes. One

example embodiment would be a threshold ofa single transaction. This is the algonthm that

may be used ,0 provide a "real-time" update capability, with the transaction being updated on the

.oca, database server 62 as soon as it clears the centra, database server 60. The disadvantage,of

this update method comes in the amount of network and CPU resources requ.red ,0 support the

updates, and the fee. that the replication effectively requ.res the imp.ementat.on ofa

synchronous o, transactional upda.e sys.em. Under certa.n c,rcums.ances. the publ.cat.on and

subscription embodiment may be extended into a hierarchical topology by designatmga

subscriber to perform the role ofpublisher for a ,ower her of the ,oca, database servers 62

The presently preferred bi-d.rec.iona, replication is similarly performed by at least one

centra, da«abase server 60 and a, ,eas, one .oca, database server 62 and correspond^«»*»

64 66. „ one embodiment, the abi.i.y to update a. more than one ,oca, s..e 72 » performe by

dedicated data manager instance capable of performing bi-direc.io„a, rep.ioation. B,-d,ec.,ona,

rep.ica.ion may be used in strategies known as peer-to-peer, fast or symmetric rephcation.

During operation, when a change .s made on any ofthe .oca. da. s.ores 66, the .nformauon ,

transmitted almost immediately ,0 all the peers in .he network. The system may be .mp.emented

using either a central mediator or directly between peer systems.

The bi-directional replication strategies advantageously improve local performance due

,0 the local database servers 62 providing a fully functiona, replica ofthe data that can be

accessed and updated locally. Those skilled in the ar, would recognize tha, the man. cos, of

, implementing this style of repl.ca.ion ,s the additional task of deahng witi. *e inev.feble

replication conflicts that will come from simultaneous updates of tire same records ., the centra.
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database. This can be exacerbated by the network 44 being ou, ofcommission, since thenpda.es

will accrue without being propagated.

Accordingly, conflict resolution is a major consideration in the decision «o use b-

directiona. replication. Those sailed in the art shou.d be wary ofchoosing a bi-direotional

replication scheme without thoroughiy investigating and addressing the issues that wdl come

from that decision. The penaity for no, addressing these issues can be very high, when crucal

business decisions are made from inconsistent data. Another consideration involvmg

implementation of bi-directiona. replication is the requirement for additiona. network and

processor resources to handle both the normal updates and the conflict resolution; a cos, that

grows exponentially with the size ofthe netcentric computing system 12.

An alternative embodiment ,s selective replication, which provides selective or partral

replication. Selective replication provides the ability to combine the tactics of^ent—d

replication. In this embodiment, only a subset ofdam is replicated, and may tnclude drfferen,

subsets being chosen for each replica. An example scenario where the use ofselective

replication is aophcable would be a mobile sales force automation application. TyprcaUy such

an application would only contain the data relevant to the sales calls for tha, day. Th.s data

could be distributed by horizontal segmentation. The sales manager may reoutre'^1,
pertinent to executing a sale, bu, may no, need other customer data, wh.ch , stored m thec-£

database. Accordingly, this data could be distributed by vertical segmentation. Lastly, the sales

force shou.d have access only to copies ofthe data to mitigate the risks created by a catastrophe

event, such as losing the only copy ofdata if a laptop is stolen. Therefore, relation ofthe da*

would provide access without the risk of catastrophic data loss.

The presently preferred replication strategy provides a plurality ofexemplary rephcation

scenarios. The replication scenarios mc.ude a single updateable centra, database scenano an a

, local update scenario. Those skilled in the ar, would recognize that other scenanos are posstb.e

and tha, the presently preferred replication strategy is no. limited to the example scenanos

PrOV 'd

t me presently preferred single update central database scenario, mere is a single central

copy ofthe database a, the centra, site 70 with multiple replicas (local databases) distribute*

,0 across the network to ind.vidua. local s.tes 72. Since there is only a single centra, da«abase>e

update scheme may use unidirectional replication as previously discussed. The smgle central
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database may be updated by a central update approach, a remote log-on approach, a remote batch

approach or a local checkout approach. In the presently preferred central update approach, any

updates made to the single central database are made only at the central database server 60 at the

central site 70 and then distributed out to the various local database servers at the local sites 72.

5 This approach may generally be used for data that applies to the entire enterprise that, by its

nature, is maintained by a single entity data group. One example would be the part numbers of

all the products in an enterprise's product line.

FIG. 7 illustrates an example of the presently preferred remote log-on approach. In this

approach, the clients 14 use a plurality of local database servers 62 located at local sites 72 to

10 make changes to that portion of the central database "owned" by their location via remote log-on

to the central database server 60 at the central site 70. Communication between the local

1 database servers 62 and the central database server 60 is by the network 44. The remote login

F! communication between the clients 1 4 and the central database server 60 may be via the network

3 44, a dial-up modem 74 or other similar communication mechanism. In the example illustrated

S 15 in FIG. 7, the client 14 at the local site 72 identified as "Local #1" is remotely logged in to the

1 central database server 60 to update the central database with updated data from the local

p database. The data resides in the central data store 64 and the local data stores 66 that are

£ associated with the central database server 60 and the local database servers 62, as illustrated.

5c Coordination ofthe updates of the data from the local database servers 62 that is sent via

2 20 the clients 14 to the central database may be performed by the central database server 60. This

U
approach may require security controls to regulate the access by the local sites 72 to the central

site 70 and to the central database. The changes made by the local sites 72 are then reflected in

the next distribution via the network 44 of replica data to the local databases using the selected

replication mechanism. This approach allows local update of the central database, while still

25 maintaining a single central database.

FIG. 8 illustrates an example application ofthe remote batch approach to the netcentric

computing system 1 2 that uses the single updateable central database approach. In the presently

preferred remote batch approach the clients 1 4 at the local site 72 make changes that are batched

locally, then sent via the network 44 to the central coordinating location that is the central site 70

30 for processing as a batch update 76. In the example illustrated in FIG. 8, the client 14 at the local

site 72 identified as "Local # 1 " is sending a batch update 76 to the central site 70. Once again,
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the changes are reflected in the next update ofthe local data stores 66 on the local database

servers 62 at the local site 72. This approach may also require adequate security controls to

ensure that the local site 72 is updating only their own replica data. This is fundamentally the

same approach as the remote log-on approach previously discussed, but allows the actual update

processing at the central site 70 to be scheduled at convenient times. Ifthis approach is extended

to allow multiple local sites 72 the ability to update the same data, the central database server 60

must have processing in place to resolve update conflicts and notify the local sites 72 if their

transaction has been rejected.

The local checkout approach of the presently preferred embodiment allows the local site

72 to dynamically acquire ownership ofany central data from the central data store 64 and

modify it. The replica data is transmitted from the central database server 60 (checked out) to

the local database servers 62, updated, and then returned after the update. While the central data

is checked out, other clients 1 4 are restricted to read-only use. Following receipt and

incorporation ofthe update at the master database, replica data reflecting the update is generated

and transferred to the local databases. This approach is most effective when many ofthe clients

14 require the ability to update the same data, but there is no clear owner of the data, and data

integrity must be guaranteed. Implementation of this approach may require building a custom

locking system of data that has been "checked-out." This strategy would require the replica data

to be transferred upon request from the central site 70 to the local sites 72 that initiated the

20 request.

The single updateable central database scenario maintains the most centralized control of

the data and therefore is more suited for data that needs tighter security. This scenario is also the

least complex to implement as illustrated by the previously discussed update approaches. In

addition, data synchronization issues are relatively easy to identify and correct.

Another preferred embodiment involves a local update strategy. The presently preferred

local update strategy includes a local update-single owner approach, a local update with

coordinator approach, or a local update with multiple owners approach. In the presently

preferred local update-single owner approach, updates are made locally by the one local site 72

that is the owner ofthe data. Each local database contains the replica data required for local

operations and can update the replica data that is locally owned. This approach applies when the

data is segmented, as previously discussed, and resides at only one local site 72 and the central

25
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site 70, or when data resides at more than one local site 72 and a control mechanism is in place to

restrict update authorization to one of the local sites 72.

In this embodiment, there is only one owner for each data instance or row in the data of

the netcentric computing system 1 2, but the changes are made locally, then either transferred to

5 the central site 70 for distribution or distributed directly to the other local sites 72. In the

presently preferred embodiment, the update scenarios that may be used to distribute the changes

from the local database to the other local databases include a local update with coordinator site

strategy and a local update with no mediator strategy. Those skilled in the art would recognize

that other local update strategies are possible.

10 In the exemplary embodiment of the local update with coordinator site strategy, as

illustrated in FIG. 9, one ofthe local database servers 62 ("Local #1
"
in FIG. 9) at a

corresponding local site 72 transfers data changes to the central site 70 via the network 44. The

data changes are then propagated to the other local sites 70 ("Local #2" and "Local #3" in FIG. 9)

via the network 44 as illustrated. The central database server 60 coordinates and maintains the

1 5 information needed to distribute the changes to the local database servers 62 at the other local

sites 72 The clients 14 at the respective local site 72 where the data changes originate control

the updates to the local data store 66 and the transfer ofthe data changes to the central data store

64 as well as the other local data stores 66. Since the distribution ofdata to other local sites 72 is

performed by a single coordinating location, this is probably the easiest way to distribute

20 changes to other local databases.

The exemplary embodiment ofthe local update with no mediator strategy illustrated in

FIG. 1 0 places the burden of distribution on the local database servers 62. The burden is on the

local database servers 62 since each local site 72 distributes data changes by the clients 14

associated with that local site 72 to the other local sites 72 and the central site 70. Thus, each

25 local site 72 must then be responsible for routing the replica data to the other local sites 72 v.a

the network 44. In the example illustrated in FIG. 1 0, the local database server 62 at the local

site 72 identified as "Local #1 distributes replica data that is changed to the other local sites 72

identified as "Local #2" and "Local #3," as well as distributing all the data changes to the central

site 70.

30 The central data store 64 within the central database server 60 at the central site 70 may

be used for several other functions. One function of the central database server 60 may be to
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maintain a back-up copy of the data contained in the netcentric computing system 12. This can

be quite useful if replica data on the local data stores 66 at the local sites 72 becomes corrupted

or lost. The central database within the central database server 60 may also serve as a source of

data for management reports. If, for example, a management report needs to span multiple local

sites 72, it may be easier to use the central site 70 as a single source for data than to go to each

local site 72 one-by-one. Finally, the central database server 60 can fulfill a "hot back-up"

function. Using this function, ifcommunication on the network 44 is lost between the local sites

72, it may still be possible to get the information from the central database at the central site 70.

The local update-multiple owners scenario allows multiple local sites 72 the ability to

update the same replica data. This scenario either removes the ownership from the data, or

allows multiple owners of the same data. Because there may be multiple owners, this may need

to be implemented using bi-directional replication, as previously discussed. Accordingly, this

scenario may be very complex to implement as it allows multiple local sites 72 the authority to

update the same row in the central database. With this scenario, update conflicts are inevitable.

Because ofthese conflicts, a mechanism must be implemented to mediate between conflicting

update requests and determining which update the master database should be performed, and

which should be rejected. In the presently preferred embodiment, implementation ofthe local

update multiple users scenario includes a central site mediator and peer-to-peer database updates.

FIG. 1 1 illustrates an exemplary embodiment that implements the presently prefen ed

central site mediator. In the central site mediator implementation, the central database server 60

at the central site 70 acts as a mediator for a group ofsemi-autonomous local database servers 62

at a plurality ofthe local sites 72. This scenario allows the clients 14 associated with the local

sites 72 to update the local databases within the corresponding local data stores 66 using the

network 44 ("Local #1" and "Local #2" are updated in the example ofFIG. 1 1). The replica data

that has been updated is transferred via the network 44 to the central site 70. The central

database server 60 at the central site 70 is operable to coordinate updates to the other local sites

72 and mediate conflicting updates to the central database within the central data store.

This conflict resolution mechanism may also require the addition of error processing.

The rejection of an update from a particular local site 72 by the central database server 60 must

be communicated to the local sites that initiated the update, typically as part of the workflow

process. Ifthe rejected update was made to the local database by the clients 14 associated with
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that local site 72, the rejected update will be lost when the replica data is distributed to the local

database server 62 by the central database server 60. Accordingly, notification ofthe update

failure must be performed. Those skilled in the art would understand that error-processing

procedures add to the complexity ofa central site mediator scenario. In addition, the complexity

5 increases in magnitude when multiple transactions, affecting multiple rows, in multiple tables,

that comprise a single logical unit ofwork (LUW) are added to the application.

In the presently preferred peer-to-peer database implementation illustrated in FIG. 12, all

the databases in the netcentric computing system 1 2 are equal, there may be no central site 70

controlling the update process. Changes made to the replica data in the local data store 66 by the

10 clients 14 associated with one ofthe local sites 72 (identified as "Local #1" and "Local #2" in the

~~ example illustrated in FIG. 1 2) are transmitted by the local database server 62 to all local data

£ stores 66 containing the replica data that has been changed. Changes are transmitted over the
U 3

SJ network 44 as in the previously discussed embodiments. Those skilled in the art would

jj; understand that the central database server 60 and the central data store 64 is not required in this

W 15 scenario, but it may be retained for the same sort ofarchiving and coordination activities

described for local updates with no mediator previously discussed with reference to FIG. 10.

B The presently preferred data distribution strategies provide the clients 14 within the

fij netcentric computing system 1 2 with a data management system that can meet the business

iif requirements of the enterprise. In addition, the distribution strategies can improve the reliability

O 20 and operating efficiency ofthe netcentric computing system 1 2 while providing a distribution of

data that is almost transparent to the clients 14. The segmentation and replication strategies

provide data distribution solutions that provide cost effective solutions to maintain efficient

operation of the netcentric computing system 12. In addition, the strategies are capable of

providing for future expansion and the implementation of additional business requirements to

25 meet the needs of the clients 14 within the netcentric computing system 12.

While the invention has been described in its currently best known modes of operation

and embodiments, other modes and embodiments of the invention will be apparent to those

skilled in the art and are contemplated. For other features, advantages and combinations of the

present invention refer to U.S. Provisional Application Serial No: 60/156,962, entitled

30 NETCENTRIC AND CLIENT/SERVER COMPUTING, which is herein incorporated by

reference, in its entirety.
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